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Cleveland State University
Friends of the Library

Scholarly and Creative Works
by Faculty and Staff

for exhibit at the
Scholars and Artists Reception
Tuesday, October 22, 1991

Compiled by Constance Blasingame
and Brian Ruddick
Baker, Joan E.

"NLRA Section 8 (a) (3) and the Search for a National Labor Policy," Hofstra Labor L. L. (1989). (reprint)

Bingham, Richard D., et. al.


Brooks, Charles H.


Broughton, Allen S.


Browne, Patrick J.


Browne, Patrick J., Editor.

Buckley, Thomas D.


Chandler, Mittie Olion.


Charlick, Robert B.


Chisholm, William S., Editor


Clay, Phil and Claire Freedman


Cleveland State University Library

Student Assistant Employment Manual. 1991

Cleveland State University Maxine Goodman Levin College of Urban Affairs.

OHIO Urban University Program: Working for Ohio’s Future--The First Decade. n.d.


Bachelor of Arts in Urban Studies 2+2. n. d.
Cleveland State University Maxine Goodman Levin College of Urban Affairs.

Graduate Degree Track in Public Works Management. n. d.

In Tribute to the Public Service...Honoring Individuals Dedicated To the Betterment of our Community and Encouraging our Next Generation of Public Leaders. (June 1991).


Levin College: This Month. (newsletter).

NODIS NEWS: Northern Ohio Data and Information Service. (quarterly newsletter).


Urban Update: 10th Anniversary of the Urban University Program. (Spring 1991).

Urban Update: Education for the Public Service. (Fall 1990).


Davis, Dena S.


Davis, Michael H.


Dreyfuss, Elisabeth T.

Hunger in the Cleveland Public High Schools. by Street Law Department.

Dreyfuss, Elisabeth T.


_Mediation and Community Law_ by Street Law Program, (Liz Dreyfuss and Artemus Carter).

Evett, David.


Feucht, Thomas, E., Richard C. Stephens, Brian H. Gibbs.


Finer, Joel J.


Forte, David F.


Geier, Deborah A.


Gibbs, Lee W.


"Anglican Thinkers--The Great Middle Way," _The Anglican Digest_, pp. 27.


Gibbs, Lee W.


Gross, Andrew.


Gross, Andrew, Peter Banting, Jozsef Beracs.


Grossman, Andrew


Hartman, Arlene

"Slides (27) of her drawings, Mixed-media Construction, and Hand-colored Xerography."

Hungerford, Thomas W. and Richard Mercer.


Hunt, Evelyn E.


Kangas, Linda and Gene.


Keating, Dennis W.


Keating, Dennis W. and Peter Dreier.


Keating, Dennis W. and Norman Krumholz


Keating, Dennis W., et al.


Kornhauser, Marjorie E.


Labrador Herraiz, Jose J. and Ralph A. DiFranco, Editors.

*Cancionero de Poesias Varias.* Cleveland State University, Cleveland, OH. (1989).

Landsman, Stephan


Landsman, Stephan

Landsman, Stephan


Leedy, Walter C. Jr.


Lo, Howard H.


Mathur, Vijay K.


Mathur, Vijay K. and Sheldon H. Stein.


Martin, Laura.


Mensforth, Robert P.


Milic, Louis T.


Murray, Bain

"Mary Stuart: A Queen Betrayed--Opera in Four Acts (Highlights)." [Videocassette].

Oliver, Solomon Jr.


Panton, Cynthia L.


Picker, Jane M.


Rader, Hannelore B., Et. al.


Reminick, Ronald A.

Richardson, David, Managing Editor.


Ruben, Alan Miles.


Scanlan, John B.


Shorrock, William I., Editor.

*The Ohio Council for the Social Studies: The Review.* Vol. 27, No. 1, Cleveland State University, Cleveland, OH. (Spring 1991).

Slack, James D.


Smith, Steven R.


Soules, Jack A.


Steinglass, Steven H.


Steinglass, Steven H.


Stephens, Richard C.


Streib, Victor L.


Sunmonu, Kolawole and Edward W. Hill.


Tabac, William L.


Toran, Janice


(reprint)

Trawick, Leonard.

*Mary Stuart: A Queen Betrayed--Opera In Four Acts*, Libretto by Leonard Trawick, Cleveland State University Poetry Center, Cleveland, OH. (1991).

Waithe, Mary Ellen, Editor


Webb, James R., and others.


Weinstein, Alan


Weinstein, Alan

Werber, Stephen J.


Wilson, James G.


York, Henry E.


Zashin, Marcia.


Zashin, Marcia.